We present two related computational models of ocular dominance column formation. Both address nervous system plasticity in terms of sprouting and retraction of axonal processes rather than changes in synaptic strength implied by synapse-specific Hebbian models. We employ statistical mechanics to simulate changes in the pattern of network connectivity. Our formalism uses the concept of an energy function, which we interpret as related to the levels of targetgenerated neurotrophins for which afferents compete. In contrast synapse-specific Hebbian models impose synaptic normalization, for which there is little experimental evidence, in order to induce competition. Our models make many predictions which require experimental investigation. We suggest that the absence of monocular deprivation effects in the optic tectum may be due to a tendency of amphibian retinal ganglion cells to preserve the complexity of their terminal arbors. One model raises the possibility that boundaries separating columns in the mammalian cortex are poorly innervated if they have been formed by complete but asynchronous retinal activation. Both models exhibit a phase transition, suggesting a discontinuity in the transition from a binocular cortex to one possessing ocular dominance columns. Finally, our other model could account for the perpendicularity of ocular dominance columns to the boundary of the primary visual cortex while admitting of less ordered central patterns.
Introduction
During the development of the visual cortex of many mammals, alternating columns form which are controlled by the left or right eye (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) . These ocular dominance columns emerge as a result of the two eyes' activity-dependent competition for cortical space. If one eye is visually deprived (LeVay et al., 1980) or its activity chemically blocked (Chapman et al, 1986 ) during a critical period in development, then its columns are typically small and fragmented, while the other eye's columns are larger than usual. If both eyes are visually deprived, then the final pattern of ocular dominance is largely unchanged (LeVay et al, 1980) , but if activity in both eyes is chemically blocked, then ocular dominance columns do not form (Stryker and Harris, 1986) . Finally, when cortical cells are inhibited from firing, ocular dominance plasticity is blocked or substantially altered Reiter and Stryker, 1988) .
Most computational models assume that synapse-specific Hebbian learning-the strengthening of synapses following correlated pre-and post-synaptic activity-underlies the formation of ocular dominance columns (e.g. Legendy, 1978; Iinsker, 1986; Miller etal, 1989; Goodhill, 1993) . However, an alternative possibility is to consider the sprouting and retraction of connections. This permits the growth of new connections, and so does not enforce the 'selectionist' prejudice implicit in the synapse-specific Hebbian framework (Purves, 1994) . Evidence suggesting that sprouting and retraction contribute significantly to plasticity is accumulating rapidly.
First, within a few days of monocular deprivation in cats, the terminal arbors of deprived-eye afferents show a dramatic reduction in complexity, while those serving the undeprived eye expand (Antonini and Stryker, 1993) . Thus, the only plausible explanation for reverse deprivation (Blakemore and Van Sluyters, 1974 ) is significant sprouting by thalamocortical projections. Also, following retinal lesions in adult cats, extensive intracortical axonal sprouting accompanies long-term cortical reorganization (Darian-Smith and Gilbert, 1994) .
Second, neurotrophins, which influence sprouting and retraction (e.g. Purves, 1988) , are implicated in activitydependent synaptic rearrangement. In the hippocampus, impulse activity evokes an enhanced rate of neurotrophin mRNA production (Zafra et al, 1991) , and in the visual cortex, the application of nerve growth factor tempers the detrimental effects of monocular deprivation (Carmignoto et al, 1993) . In addition, the application of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) to the visual cortex of kittens leads to a loss of anatomical ocular dominance segregation (Cabelli etal, 1995) .
Finally, functional changes in synaptic efficacy are often accompanied by synaptogenesis (e.g. Bailey and Kandel, 1993) . In rats, synaptogenesis is induced by cerebellar motor learning (Black et al., 1990) and hippocampal long-term potentiation (Chang etal, 1991) . Enriched environments result in an increase in dendritic branching and synapse number (Turner and Greenough, 1985) . Last, the application of serotonin to cultured Aplysia cells induces structural changes associated with the change in expression of proteins such as the cell adhesion molecule apCAM (Zhu et al, 1994) .
A computational model of sprouting and retraction may provide a natural solution to a problem which arises in synapsespecific Hebbian models. The latter do not by themselves result in competition between afferents: an unconstrained model will typically lead to both eyes strengthening their synapses on all cells. Competition is therefore typically imposed, usually by enforcing the constraint that the total synaptic strength supported by a cortical cell is fixed-so-called synaptic normalization.
[But see, for example, Bienenstock etal (1982) and Clothiaux et al (1991) , in which competition between afferents emerges as a consequence of the underlying mechanisms of plasticity, without the imposition of synaptic normalization.) However, there is little experimental evidence to support the idea of normalization. In contrast, activity-dependent competition appears to be intimately connected with neurotrophic support, and since neurotrophins influence sprouting and retraction, a sprouting and retraction model may naturally incorporate competitive dynamics (Purves, 1988) .
Here we shall present two related computational models of axonal process sprouting and retraction. Rather than taking a fixed pattern of connectivity and modifying the strengths of connections via synapse-specific Hebbian learning, we permit the connectivity to fluctuate, and eliminate synaptic strength change completely. This is not to say that we regard changes in synaptic strength as unimportant, but we do not consider that this mechanism alone can provide a satisfactory solution to the problem of neural competition.
Since sprouting and retraction are such ubiquitous phenomena, it is surprising that few computational models consider them (von der Malsburg, 1979; Fraser and Perkel, 1989; Montague et al., 1991) . Fraser and Perkel (1989) present a framework in the retinotectal system which models a variety of mechanisms, including the guidance of nerve fibres, competition for synaptic space and activity-dependent refinement of connections. Montague et al (1991) present a sprouting and retraction model which also permits changes in synaptic strength. When a synaptic strength reaches a lower limit, retraction occurs; when an upper limit is reached, sprouting occurs. Changes in synaptic strength are induced by the activitydependent uptake of a diffusible substance. However, none of these models considers the role of neurotrophins in sprouting, retraction and competition.
The plan for the remainder of the paper is as follows. We present our framework for sprouting and retraction, and two models based on it. Next we present simulation results. Finally we discuss our results.
Materials and Methods
In this section we present the sprouting and retraction framework. We describe how statistical mechanics is used to simulate the stochastically varying network of connections between the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and the cortex. By modelling the changes in connectivity as a stochastic process we do not mean to suppose that the underlying biological dynamics are non-deterministic, but only that we are able to capture the overall properties of the system while setting to one side the underlying mechanisms. We assume the existence of an energy function which is constructed as follows. If the activity of two cortical neighbour processes (meaning that either they are attached to the same or to horizontally or vertically adjacent cortical cells) is correlated (both simultaneously active or inactive), then they contribute to the energy negatively (we do not require that correlated inactivity contributes to the energy, but we retain it for reasons of generality); if their activity is uncorrelated (one active, the other inactive), then they contribute positively. Thus, we take the energy to be given by activity may depend also on input from other systems, such as motor and modulatory systems. In this case, we could add another term to the energy:
The Basic Framework
where Ci e {-1,+1 J denotes the activity of the cortical cell to which process i is attached, with c< = +1 (-1) denoting activity (inactivity). The parameter H determines the relative importance of afferent and other input. Here we set H = 0.
We determine the preferred patterns of connectivity between the LGN sheets and the cortical sheet by assuming that the underlying stochastic dynamics behave so as to minimize the energy function. Therefore the system is taken to be immersed in a heat bath of temperature T with the states of connectivity following the Boltzmann distribution, so that the probability p a of a state a of energy E a isp a = Z" 1 exp(-P£' <1 ), where fl = 1/r and Z = I a exp(-P£o l ) is the partition function (Huang, 1987) . To change the pattern of connectivity we randomly select small perturbations to it, representing sprouting and retraction (the precise form of the perturbations will be described later), and compute the energy change AE associated with performing the perturbation. Then the new, perturbed state is accepted with probability 1 where <jy> means nearest cortical neighbour pairs, with the energy Ei of any process / being defined implicitly.
The energy accommodates afferent activity only. However, cortical
This is the probability of the new state relative to the old state, and ensures that the distribution of states approaches the Boltzmann distribution. This allows us to perform simulated annealing, in which the temperature is slowly lowered to zero from some initially high value, or simulated quenching, in which the temperature is always set to zero. This updating procedure is repeated many times with many patterns of LGN activation for a given temperature. So far the energy function has been rather abstract, with no clear interpretation. In fact, it is constructed as a very simple model of competition for neurotrophins. Afferent activity appears to induce the post-synaptic production and release of neurotrophins (Zafra et al, 1991), the activity-dependent uptake of which affects the extent of afferent sprouting and retraction (e.g. Purves, 1988 ). The energy of a process is taken to be a simple measure of the quantity of sustaining neurotrophins received by it. Low energy means high levels and high energy means low levels. The sum over nearest neighbours represents a crude approximation to the diffusion of neurotrophins through the target field.
Active processes of high energy (low trophic support) are likely to be retracted, while if the correlated activity of a number of afferents evokes significant trophic support (low energy), then another process could probably be supported. In trying to minimize the energy, the system may be regarded as maximizing trophic support. The energy function is constructed so that competition between afferents occurs directly as a result of energy minimization, and therefore maximization of trophic support. We have therefore dispensed with the need for synaptic normalization, for which there is little experimental evidence.
Provided that ci = +1 always, then our energy function is similar to that for the two-dimensional king model, a simple model of a ferromagnet in a uniform, external magnetic field of strength H (Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976). The two-dimensional Ising model undergoes a phase transition associated with the spontaneous formation of magnetic domains when //= 0. While our approach cannot undergo spontaneous symmetry breaking, we will find that it does exhibit a phase transition. Hopfield (1982) first introduced the use of statistical mechanics and analogies with the Ising model and spin glasses to simulate neural networks. This approach is now quite popular (e.g. Hertz et al, 1991). The techniques and machinery presented here are identical. However, a significant difference is that Hopfield uses these methods to find new states of activation in an anatomically fixed network, while we use them to find new patterns of connectivity in a network whose activity may also be changing. Tanaka (1991) sprouting of new connections does not occur, and thus the model is still 'selectionist' (Purves, 1994) .
The Relocation Model
If an axon retracts a process from one cortical cell and sprouts a process onto another cortical cell, then it will appear as if it has relocated a process. In the 'relocation model', the perturbations made to the connectivity are such relocations. We randomly select one active process and a new cortical location, subject to arbor region limits, for consideration for relocation. Since we set upper and lower limits on the numbers of processes attached to cortical cells, a relocation is considered only if the cortical cell to which a process is connected supports more than the lower limit, and if the target cortical cell supports less than the upper limit.
Since relocation preserves the number of processes supported by each axon, it is adequate from modelling normal but not abnormal development. In order to model deprivation, we must permit the deprived eye's LGN sheet to retract some of its processes and allow the undeprived eye's LGN sheet to sprout new processes. The degree of sprouting and retraction must be set by hand. Typically we specify that 75% of deprived-eye processes are retracted, with compensating sprouting by the other eye. The hand-setting is similar in spirit to adjusting afferent normalization parameters in some synapse-specific Hebbian models. This difficulty may be overcome by decoupling sprouting and retraction, but we do not consider this here.
The Interchange Model
The relocation model has only weak limits on the numbers of processes supported by cortical cells. In the interchange model we enforce the strict requirement that each cortical cell supports a fixed and unvarying number of processes.
If two axons, over time, each perform one process relocation associated with the same two cortical cells, then it will appear as if they have interchanged the positions of two processes. In this case, each cortical cell will preserve the number of processes attached to it, after the two relocations are completed. In the 'interchange model', the connectivity perturbations are such interchanges. Because interchanging processes of identical activity does not directly help move the system towards an ocularizcd state, we simplify our computations by only interchanging processes whose activities are opposite. Interchanges may only be performed provided that the processes are within each others' arbor regions.
The interchange model suffers from the same problem as the relocation model regarding deprivation, and the same strategy must be adopted to solve it. We do not model deprivation in the interchange model since the results are similar to those in the relocation model.
Results
We now discuss simulation of the relocation and interchange models. First we discuss results obtained by quenching the systems, then results obtained by simulated annealing.
Quenched
Systems hi quenched systems, we set T = 0. Thus, connectivity perturbations which lower the energy are always accepted, those which raise the energy are always rejected, and those which do not change the energy are accepted with probability 0.5. Therefore, quenching minimizes the energy by descent.
The Relocation Model
We set c = 19, r = 9 and a = 5. There is no qualitative difference for larger values of c and r. The upper limit on the number of processes per cortical cell, u, is set to its lowest possible value, u = 18, so that an LGN cell's axonal tree is roughly comparable in complexity to a cortical cell's dendritic tree. For reasons discussed later, we set the lower limit on the number of processes per cortical cell, /, to be / = 1, rather than / = 0. Typically, 100 000 relocations are considered. These could be partitioned, for example, by presenting 100 LGN activations with 1000 relocations per activation, or by presenting 1000 LGN activations with 100 relocations per activation. Such large numbers of relocations per LGN activation are permitted for reasons of computational convenience only.
In Figure 1 are two examples of the final pattern of ocular dominance produced under normal development. The left map is produced with an LGN activation radius, p, set to p = 5 (-97% LGN activation), while the right map has p = 1 (-5% LGN activation). The degree of LGN activation determines the extent of afferent segregation-intermediate values of p give levels of segregation between those displayed. As p decreases, the Cerebral Cortex Nov/Dcc 1996, V6N6 783 number of process relocations required for segregation increases dramatically. The arbor region parameter, a, has a slight control over column width, so that small increases in a increase column width, but larger increases cease to have an effect. Figure 2 shows an example of abnormal development. The first map represents normal development. Then, in the second map, the left eye is deprived and retracts 75% of its processes, with compensating sprouting by the right eye. Stimulation is restored to the left eye in the third map. Finally, the right eye is deprived and retracts 75% of its processes, with compensating sprouting by the left eye. Overall, this figure shows the progression of change induced by reverse deprivation.
Since the relocation model sets only upper and lower bounds on the numbers of processes supported by cortical cells, the axonal process number density can vary across the cortex. For p = 5, we find envelopes of cortical cells almost completely disconnected from LGN input which surround regions of maximally connected cortical cells. These envelopes form the boundaries between cortical regions of opposite ocularity. For p = 1, however, there are just a few disconnected cortical cells randomly scattered about the cortex. Had we taken the minimum.number of connections per cortical cell, /, to be 0 rather than 1, then the minimally connected cortical cells would have completely disconnected. Thus we took / = 1 so that an ocularity could be assigned to these cells for the purposes of presenting figures.
The Interchange Model
For the interchange model, so as to start with the cortical cells each possessing fixed and equal numbers of axonal processes connected to them, we take c = r = 19-If, as in the relocation model, we set r = 9, then the cortical innervation density would not be uniform. Figure 3 shows the equivalent of Figure 1 for the interchange model. Changes in the parameters a and p have the same effect in the interchange model as in the relocation model. However, for p = 4, the monocular regions are not stable, whereas for larger values they are. In contrast, in the relocation model (for r = 19), p may be taken down to -2 and the maps are still stable. In general, the interchange model takes much longer than the relocation model to segregate afferents.
The projection fields of LGN cells are such that, usually, left and right afferents from corresponding LGN locations avoid each other. Some projection fields show that the arbor of an LGN cell may straddle an ocular dominance column controlled by the other eye. This straddling is also seen in real terminal arbors (LeVay and Stryker, 1979) .
Annealed Systems
We now consider annealed systems and the existence of a phase transition. We only consider the phase transition in the relocation model, since the phase transition in the interchange model is qualitatively similar to it. In the interchange model we In Figure 4 we show the heat capacity C = dE/dT, averaged over 40 annealings, plotted against temperature. The presence of a spike signals a phase transition. Above T -30, the system remains binocular. Below, the system ocularizes-spatial and temporal correlations freeze in. Thus, this phase transition is associated with the emergence of ocularity. This is highlighted in Figure 5 , in which the state of the system during one annealing is shown for different temperatures. The map for T = 0 reveals that there is no qualitative difference between the results produced by annealing the relocation model and those produced by quenching it.
The Interchange Model
In Figure 6 , we show the results of two separate annealings produced with the interchange model. We have not taken the temperature down to T = 0, but have stopped annealing at slightly below the phase transition temperature. Had we gone down to T= 0, we would have obtained segregation to the same extent as that seen in the left map of Figure 3 -The patterns of ocular dominance produced by annealing exhibit a degree of global ordering not manifested by the quenched patterns.
Discussion
While we have not considered the retinotectal system, notice that our framework provides a simple explanation of the fact that monocular deprivation effects do not occur in the optic tectum (Meyer, 1982) . This is because it need only assume that retinal ganglion cells in amphibia and fish tend to conserve their total numbers of processes (Hayes and Meyer, 1988) . In contrast, synapse-specific Hebbian models would have to invoke problematic mechanisms such as afferent synaptic normalization. In the relocation model, for large LGN activation radii, we found that 'cortical gaps'-regions of uninnervated cortical cells-emerge during development. However, there appears to be no experimental evidence to support cortical gaps, but neither does there appear to be any decisive evidence against them. The fact that the dendrites of cells near the boundaries of ocular dominance columns in both monkeys and cats are orientated into a column, however, does suggest that all the cells in the appropriate cortical layer are receiving thalamic input (Katz et aL, 1989; Kossel etal, 1995) .
The cortical gaps appear because it is energetically favourable to bring close together processes whose activities are correlated. Had a larger value for the maximum number of processes per cortical cell been taken, a greater number of disconnected cortical cells would have been found. Conversely, were it possible to take a smaller value, the cortical gaps would not appear, but there would be a change in the number density of axonal processes across a boundary. Gaps or changes in number density at boundaries are not so much predictions as possibilities raised by the relocation model, since the interchange model has no such gaps.
The cortical gaps only emerge in artificial circumstances, in which alternately one eye is completely illuminated with the other completely unilluminated. Experiments in which all retinal activity is chemically blocked and the optic nerves stimulated asynchronously, thus replicating the scenario discussed here, reveal that the degree of afferent segregation is enhanced (Stryker, 1986) . However, only physiological studies have been undertaken, but in order to test the possibility raised here, anatomical studies would be required.
Both the relocation and interchange models exhibit a phase transition. Of what biological interest could it be? Temperature cannot mean physical temperature here, but it is worth recalling what physical temperature is: the mean kinetic energy of the constituents of a system. If the thermal energy exceeds the characteristic constituent interaction energy, then local structures formed by such interactions will be washed away by thermal effects. Conversely, if the thermal energy is much less than the interaction energy, then local structures will be stable. Thus, a plausible interpretation of temperature in our models is that it is a measure of the non-correlation-based plasticity present in the system. The phase transition then suggests that when non-correlation-based plasticity reaches a critical level, relative to correlation-based plasticity, there will be a sudden breakdown of ocular dominance-there will be no smooth transition from one regime to the other.
Desegregation of ocular dominance columns can be induced by the application of BDNF in the kitten visual cortex (Cabelli et al, 1995) and 2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid in the frog optic tectum (Constantine-Paton, 1990) . If these factors increase non-correlation-based plasticity, then the phase transition suggests that a sharp dosage threshold for the desgregation effect may exist.
Looking at the maps for T = 0 and T = 20 in Figure 5 , we see that ocular dominance columns have formed, but for T = 0 the boundaries are sharp, while those for T = 20 are much less so. This could account for the differences between the sharpness of boundaries in monkeys and cats: perhaps cats have more non-correlation-based plasticity occurring in their visual systems than monkeys. However, the simplest explanation is that the cat visual system develops in the presence of inter-eye correlations.
The pattern of ocular dominance in the annealed interchange model, in contrast to the quenched model, is remarkably ordered. In fact, the former is similar to the pattern at the periphery of the monkey primary visual map (VI), while the latter is similar to that in more central regions (LeVay et al, 1985) . In the monkey, a global peripheral ordering exists, in which ocular dominance columns run perpendicular to the boundary of VI. However, our simulations are performed on two-dimensional tori, which have no boundaries. Nonetheless, the emergence of a global ordering depends here only on the nature of the phase transition, and not on the particular form of boundary conditions imposed (Huang, 1987) .
Simple dynamical models exist which can explain the perpendicularity of ocular dominance columns to domain boundaries (Swindale, 1980) . However, the ordering induced by annealing suggests an alternative explanation. We could imagine that peripheral areas of VI in the monkey are initially subject to a great deal more non-correlation-based plasticity, due to interference by factors from outside the map, than the central areas. If the level of non-correlation-based plasticity is initially sufficiently high, and if some time is required to lower the level so that correlation-based plasticity begins to dominate, then the peripheral regions may anneal through the phase transition, with the result that a global peripheral ordering emerges. In contrast, central regions may not experience so much interference, and may be quenched below the phase transition temperature. While our simulations suggest that a global ordering may emerge as the result of a phase transition in the interchange model, they suggest nothing about the direction of columns relative to the border of VI. However, it is possible that columns perpendicular to the border are preferred over other forms of global orderings, such as concentric rings of different ocularity near the border.
Unlike the monkey, the cat does not exhibit peripheral ordering (Anderson et al, 1988) . Perhaps in this case either interference is less significant, or the rate at which it is brought under control is greater. Our suggestion regarding the differences between cats and monkeys thus implies that while monkeys may take longer to control non-correlation-based plasticity, they do it more completely than cats.
It should be possible to test the hypothesis that annealing occurs in the nervous system and affects the structure of maps by injecting BDNF into the central region of VI and slowly reducing its level to near zero significantly before the end of the critical period. Our results would then suggest that regular, peripheral-like ocular dominance columns might be present in the affected region. Of course, the viability of this experiment is contingent on the existence of a sharp dosage threshold for the desegregation effect in the BDNP experiment of Cabelli et al (1995) .
Finally, the Boltzmann distribution was introduced originally as a convenient numerical procedure for minimizing the energy function. However, in suggesting a biological interpretation of temperature, we have tacidy assumed that the biological states themselves follow the Boltzmann distribution, and that they may be characterized by some 'biological energy'. Further, the Boltzmann distribution requires that the biological system be close to equilibrium. These are very significant assumptions whose validity can only be established by tests such as those suggested here.
In conclusion, we have shown that a framework based on axonal process sprouting and retraction and competition for neurotrdphic support can account for the development of ocular dominance columns. An important feature of our approach is that we do not need to invoke synaptic normalization in order to induce competition between afferents. Experimentally, our results suggest several possibilities, the most interesting of which are related to the existence of a phase transition in our models. Future extensions of our work will include the application of our framework to adult somatosensory map plasticity and the uncoupling of sprouting and retraction, so that they occur separately.
